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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Mavis has been getting weird phone calls! 

	 On Monday morning, Monday evening, and today at 5:30 A.M, Mavis 
has gotten some very strange phone calls. The caller calls, says a bad word, 
and hangs up. These calls are very annoying, because Mavis needs to focus. 
Also, it’s not pleasant being woken up at 5:30 A.M. when Mavis likes to sleep 
until 8:00 (I know, you do too). Mavis wants to put a stop to this nonsense, so 
if she gets another call, she will try to track the signal to its source. This is a 
good plan, and Mavis had the help of detectives Ice, Rice, and Rice jr. to 
formulate it. However, these calls have stressed Mavis out and Ice had to call 
Harvey for an emergency therapy session to make sure Mavis didn’t explode. 
He also brought some of his pound cake, which is still leftover from when he 
made it. After the session Mavis seemed to feel better, but from the look on 
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Image above - Mavis, 
trying to work out the 
stress over the 
mystery phone calls by 
spending time with her 
kittens.
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her face the feelings just seemed to be buried 
deeper temporarily. 


	 North, a multi species behaviorist can 
understand Mavis’s behavior. However, he 
knows that she is usually stronger about this 
kind of stuff. However, Mavis might be thinking 
that these mystery calls might put her kittens in 
danger. Any mama cat would feel scared at that. 
So, this could be the reason Mavis is feeling so 
stressed and agitated. 


	 “Through experience, I’ve learned that 
the only thing that makes Mavis nervous is 
potential danger to her kittens,” says Rudy, who 
shouldn’t be in this issue because of a possible 
reaction from Judy, but still found a way in. At 
that exact moment, Judy walked in the studio, 
saw Rudy, and put in her own opinion. 


	 “No, there are 2 ways to make Mavis 
nervous and agitated,” says Judy, who also 
shouldn’t be in this issue, “1, potential danger to 
her kittens, and 2, the confiscation of all of her 
cabbages just after the whole grocery store sold 
out. That’s usually enough to put Mavis into a frenzy.” Judy smirks at Rudy, 
who points to her chubby and makes the “bigger” sign. Judy’s face contorts. 
“Rudy you little piece of s**t! Come here and fight me!” Rudy swaggers over, 

and is about to launch herself at Judy when 
security agents drag them both out the door. 


	 Mavis is already starting to feel calmer. 
She expects a call in the evening, and she is 
ready for it. The mystery caller who is causing 
her stress and agitation is going down! 
However, Mavis is wondering if Rudy could 
cook her a burger to get answers out of the 
caller (she’d force them to eat it). 


	 Subscribe again to hear more about this 
mystery caller and all of the cats and stories 
you love and follow!
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Image above - Rudy, 
weighing the good 
tastes and bad tastes 
of her signature 
burger dish. 

“Is my burger that 
bad? There’s 
only 1 extra hour 
of cooking and 1 
teaspoon of 
dirt!” 

 - RUDY, WHO FEELS SLIGHTLY 
HURT AND A LITTLE PROUD TO BE 
ABLE TO CREATE A TORTURE 
WEAPON
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